
Premium Oil Seals
Sealing Even the Most Damaged Trunnions

Streamlined to Perform
The seal consists of a  single, molded 
piece, operating independently of 
springs or retaining ele-ments.  The 
key to its supe-rior performance lies in 
a design that is profiled for a stable fit 
at the gearcase, while providing an en-
hanced sealing lip that is effective even 
on badly worn trunnion surfaces.

The Triosim Premium Oil Seal delivers 
a level of performance superior to any 
seal available today.  Enhanced design 
and innovative materials application 
result in a seal that “forgives” worn, 
and badly grooved trunnion surfaces.

Material Matters
The Triosim design is pos-sible because 
of a unique material with exceptional 
memory and durability. These charac-
teristics allow for stability in shape and 
position during operation, providing 
the seal’s exceptional sealing ability.  
The low coef-ficient of friction promotes 
an enhanced interference fit without 
imposing wear on equipment. New 
equipment stays “new” longer, and the 
service life of worn equipment is greatly 
extended. 

Premium Price?
Triosim Premium Seals are competively 
priced and we are confident enough to 
offer a 100% guarantee that you will be 
satisfied with their performance.  Install 
the seals on problem equipment and 
see paypack in days.

Call on Triosim to learn why we’ve 
earned a reputation for service, quality, 
and aggressive pricing. You can also
inquire at:  www.Triosim.com

Go Further with Triosim

8100 N.E. St. Johns Rd.
Suite A-104
Vancouver, Washington 98665

360.694.0963 Tel

www.Triosim.com

The unique profi le and material of the Triosim
Premium Oil Seal lend to its great stability and 
sealing qualities.

Oil Seal sizes offered by Triosim; available for 
major Original Equipment Manufacturers.

Effectively seals badly
worn trunnions

Imposes far less wear on
equipment surfaces

Eliminates oil loss

Downtime & gearcase
maintenance are greatly
reduced

Reduces loads on water
treatment systems

Oil Seal sizes offered by Triosim; 
available for major Original 
Equipment Manufacturers.

Inner Oil Seal Outer Oil Seal


